ALEXANDER GORDON MADDERN

Ploughing the land prior to planting

Swimming in the channel

Irrigating the vines, furrows and flood irrigation

Alexander Maddern (Alec) was born to Alexander Maddern and Mary Venning on 17th Nov
1890. Alexander and his family were prominent builders in Adelaide and surrounds and in
1898 built the family home at 3 Prescott Terrace, Rose Park at stately two story stone home
which still stands today. Maddern Builders were responsible for many buildings in Adelaide
and other parts of South Australia including buildings in Norwood, Pulteney Street and all the
East End market iconic buildings, the facades of which are still retained.
Alec and Linnie Louisa Lee (Louie) had grown up on the same street, Prescott Terrace in
Adelaide when Louie turned 21 they became engaged. It would be a long engagement
because the Great War came and Alec rushed off to enlist, one of so many patriotic young
South Australians and Louie was not to see him again for five years.
Alec left Adelaide on 27 October 1915, bound for training in Egypt on HMAT A24 Benalla, beginning his service
with the 10th Infantry Battalion. It was fortunate for Alec that due to his contracting mumps he was ineligible
to be sent into battle at the Somme where so many servicemen lost their lives. In September 1916 he was
seriously wounded at Pozieres and although doctors removed most of the shrapnel to save his life, it was
decided the rest of the shrapnel was too close to his heart and he carried it with him the rest of his life. At the
end of the war as part of the 50th Infantry Battalion, Alec was seconded to the British War Office and
continued to serve there until April 1920.

Alec building his house in
Toorak Valley

When Alec returned to Australia, many of the soldiers on the returning ship were speaking of the opportunities
to be had along the River Murray as pat of the new Returned Soldier Settlement Scheme. Much to Louie’s and
her parents’ disappointment, Alec decided to investigate the newly opened irrigation area near Monash where
his brother Laurice had been allotted a Soldier Settler’s block. The chosen block was already partially
established with some plantings and a small house on and Alec brought Louisa to live there. She had come
from a beautiful home and family in Adelaide to a small crude building with hessian walls, dirt floors and no
real comforts in the scrub near the Murray with the promise it would only be for ten years. That didn’t happen!
Alec and Louie worked the fruit property together, planning, pruning, ploughing, watering and picking to create
a thriving fruit block. By 1920 they had what was known as a “fruit salad block” with many different varieties
of fruit trees and vines growing on the property. Their draught horse was called Nugget and he was a vital part
of working the fruit block in the early years even though he was of a grumpy disposition, leading to Louie and
Nugget really not getting along. He was also their main form of transport but was a cheeky horse, known to
unhitch himself and head home, often leaving the family stranded at church.
Alec’s brother Laurice had taken up a Soldier Settler block further over on the outskirts of the newly
established Lone Gum (Monash) area. It was a very rocky property and Laurice was happy to help Alec collect
up the rocks to build a new home for the family. Louie was extremely happy to have a house with real walls
and floors, along with a bathroom and cellar to keep provisions cool, a real step up from the little whitewashed
hessian house she had been living in since her arrival in Berri.
Alec and Louie’s soldier settler fruit block was at Block 136 Tooravale Road in what was then known as the
“Toorak Valley”. Their three children Margaret (“Peggy”), Bobbie and Leonie had a wonderful childhood
amongst the fruit trees. Alec grew mandarins, oranges, apricots, nectaries, peaches and plums and a number
of varieties of grapes. Most of the fruit was dipped and dried on the property, transported by horse and cart
into town and then on the train for Adelaide. From there much of it was shipped to England for sale.
Both Alec and Louie were very involved in their community, Alec was proactive in the building of the Berri
Hospital, serving as Chairman of the Board for many years, receiving an MBE for his tireless work and seeing
the hospital built along what would later be named Maddern Avenue in his honour. He worked for the dried
fruit association, signing blockers up to contract their fruit to ADFA. Louie was an accomplished pianist and
singer and was in demand for concerts & weddings in the district. Both of their girls Peggy and Leonie married
and Peggy’s children continue to live and be involved in Berri today. They sold their fruit block in 1970 and
moved to Kay Avenue in Berri to retire. Alec passed away in 1974 aged 84 and Louisa in 1992 aged 98.
Ten years on the fruit block had turned into a lifetime of work, family and happiness in the river district.
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